The Oklahoma Union building will be formally opened January 4. The cafeteria, recreation rooms and book exchange have been in use for more than a month. The formal opening marks the second great phase in the achievement of this ambitious undertaking of the University of Oklahoma alumni and students.

The first phase was the completion of the east wing of the stadium, making the seating capacity 32,000. Due to the generous support of loyal alumni, the athletic plant of the university is now second to none in the Big Six conference.

The second phase is equally as marvellous as the first. The Oklahoma Union symbolizes the Greater University of Oklahoma. The union is a center for students; it is the mecca for alumni; and it is the headquarters of the University of Oklahoma Association. Its influence is the most far-reaching of any single institution connected with the university.

And to the alumni who made this second phase possible, we wish to express our thanks for their support and bespeak a continuance of that support in the future.

Trustees of the Stadium-Union Memorial Fund